Guidelines
Church Reviews for Anglican and Episcopal History
A church review is a snapshot of a worship service, with the reviewer's evaluation. While
each review should be primarily positive in tone, reviewers can and should mention
practices that they question. The snapshot includes the reviewer’s experience of the
following:
•

The physical context of the worship, such as the architecture of the building, the
interior use of space, and ornamentation;

•

The liturgical order and character, including the kind of service, its length,
ceremonial patterns, the style of leadership, and congregational participation;

•

The music, including congregational participation and music performed by choirs
and instrumentalists;

•

The character of the congregation, such as its socio-economic composition, the
numbers attending, and rough percentages by age, gender, and race;

•

The sermon, including its length, purpose, quality, and theological tendency, and
the text addressed; and

•

The social setting and history of the church and the community, so far as these
help the reader understand the service.

As part of the evaluation, the reviewer should offer an account of the significance of the
service reviewed, which might be, among other things, liturgical, theological, sociological,
moral, or aesthetic. The reviewer may also describe her or his personal experience of the
worship, and of the hospitality of the congregation. Many variations are possible on this
outline; no two reviewers will focus on precisely the same aspects of worship.
Where possible, please provide a photograph or two in electronic format. These require a
caption and full attribution (including which web site they may have been copied from
and on what date).
The church review section of Anglican and Episcopal History focuses on churches in the
Anglican tradition, but roughly one review in four features a service in another tradition,
or even a religious service beyond the bounds of Christianity. In respect of the Anglican
communion, we are interested in the diversity of its worship, and we therefore welcome
reviews of historic churches and new ones, neighborhood churches and inner-city ones
and rural ones, American churches and churches in other parts of the world, churches
with unusual liturgies and churches with typical ones, and so on. The only church which
a reviewer should not choose is one in which he or she has or might be seen to have a
personal interest, such as his or her own home church, or any other church where the
objectivity of his or her approach might be impaired. Generally speaking, we have
published sufficient reviews from New York City and London; more adventuresome
venues are especially welcome.

The editorial board intends the reviews to serve not only as historical resources for the
scholars of the future but also as interesting articles for Anglicans and others to read in
the 2000s.
A typical review will run from five to eight typed pages (1250 to 2000 words). It must be
written entirely in the third person. It should include no names of living persons. It may
include both humor and criticism, but experience has shown that both must be carefully
handled. The review should have a title; and the reviewer should try to select a title that
can arouse the interest of readers. Sometimes the title is drawn from the body of the
review. For example, one reviewer quoted John Updike's poem on Upperville, Virginia;
and the first line of that poem (“In Upperville, the upper crust”) became the title, for it
expressed a main idea of the review, that this was an upper-crust Episcopal parish.
We urge first-time church reviewers to read at least half a dozen reviews from back issues
of Anglican and Episcopal History before submitting one of their own. We also encourage
reviewers to be in conversation with clergy, staff, and lay leaders of a congregation being
reviewed—to validate historical assertions, understand the rationale behind decisions,
and otherwise check for accuracy.
Which churches have already been reviewed? Anglican and Episcopal History prints an
annual index of reviews; and prospective contributors are invited to check by writing the
church review editor directly at the address below. In any event, we have sometimes run
two reviews of the same church, where both were worth reading!
Reviews should be sent electronically, preferably by e-mail attachment. Reviews are
subject to editing, and may be returned for revisions. Contributors can assist the process
immensely if they will read and follow these instructions.
The church review editor is: J. Barrington Bates
churchrevieweditor@gmail.com

